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			Smash Design


We're passionate about creating a space on the internet for you to come and read and learn about everything around interior design. There are so many creative and inspirational people in the world that do not get enough exposure either because they are too busy or just unlucky. This is who we are trying to help.
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Inspirational Interior

We provide an insight into the world of interior design from the perspective of many people from very different backgrounds. We love to present inspirational works of art that have been accomplished in peoples homes or business





		

			


Inspirational Exterior

Architects, exterior designers  and landscape specialists have created works of art all over the world and we want to showcase that work and that of our own. From exotic gardens to modern architecture we cover it all and would love to see your work





		

			


Home Staging

Did you know that real estate agents stage rooms in a house so that viewers can get a better feel for the home as it would be when occupied. This is because an empty cold house can seem uninviting and doing this will definitely help sell the home





		




“

			"If you love something it will work. That`s the only real rule."

Smash Design
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March 22, 2024 
Steam cleaning is a popular and effective method for cleaning a variety of surfaces without the use of harsh chemicals.



We will explore how steam cleaning works, the different types of steam cleaners available, the surfaces that can be cleaned with steam, and the benefits and limitations of this cleaning method.



Learn how to use a steam cleaner, precautions to take while using one, and how to properly maintain your steam cleaner. Whether you're new to steam cleaning or looking to improve your technique, this article has everything you need to know.











What Is Steam Cleaning?



Steam cleaning is a method of cleaning surfaces using high-temperature steam to sanitize and remove dirt, grime, and bacteria effectively.



Along …
Read More
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March 22, 2024 
Looking to spruce up your brick surfaces? Using vinegar as a cleaning solution might just be the answer!



We explore why vinegar is a great choice for cleaning bricks, what type of vinegar to use, and how to prepare the perfect vinegar solution.



Get a step-by-step guide on cleaning bricks effectively, along with the benefits of using vinegar and some additional tips to ensure your bricks are looking their best. Let's get started!











Why Use Vinegar To Clean Bricks?



Using vinegar to clean bricks is a popular and effective method recommended by masonry specialists like Gerber Ortiz-Vega.



One of the key advantages of using vinegar for brick cleaning is its exceptional effectiveness in removing tough stains and dirt from both …
Read More
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March 22, 2024 
Are you or someone you know struggling with hoarding tendencies?



Understanding the causes, types, and signs of hoarding is essential in order to provide help and support to those in need.



In this article, we will delve into the complexities of hoarding behavior, how to recognize it, and most importantly, how to approach and help a hoarder.



From professional therapies to tips for cleaning and organizing a hoarder's home, we have you covered.



Let's get started on the journey to understanding and assisting hoarders.











What Is Hoarding?



Hoarding is a complex mental health disorder characterized by the excessive accumulation of possessions, leading to cluttered living spaces and significant distress.



Individuals …
Read More
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February 15, 2024 
Carpet cleaning is an essential part of maintaining a clean and healthy home environment. With various methods available, it can be challenging to determine the best approach for your carpets. From hot water extraction to dry cleaning, each technique has its own benefits and drawbacks. Factors such as the type of carpet, level of soiling, drying time, cost, and environmental impact should be considered when choosing the right method.



Professional carpet cleaning offers deep cleaning, and stain removal, and improves indoor air quality, ultimately prolonging the life of your carpets.











What Is Carpet Cleaning?



Carpet cleaning involves the removal of dirt, stains, and allergens from carpets to maintain their appearance and …
Read More
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February 15, 2024 
Are you wondering why it's important to clean your carpet rug? Not only does a clean rug have health benefits, but it also adds to the overall aesthetic of your home.



In this article, we will discuss the tools and supplies you need to clean your carpet rug, provide a step-by-step guide on how to clean it effectively and offer tips for maintaining a clean rug. So, grab your vacuum cleaner, and let's get started on keeping your carpet rug looking fresh and clean!











Why Is It Important To Clean Your Carpet Rug?



Regular cleaning of your carpet rug is crucial to maintain a healthy indoor environment and prolong the lifespan of your flooring.



By removing accumulated dirt, dust, and allergens from your carpet, you not only …
Read More
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February 15, 2024 
Do your carpeted stairs need a good cleaning? Wondering what tools and materials you'll need to get the job done right? In this article, we'll cover everything you need to know about cleaning your carpeted stairs, from preparation to maintenance.



We'll walk you through the steps of preparing a cleaning solution, scrubbing the carpet, and drying the stairs. Plus, we'll share some tips for maintaining clean stairs in between deep cleanings. So, grab your vacuum cleaner, and let's get started!











What Tools And Materials Do You Need?



To effectively clean your carpeted stairs, you will require specific tools and materials tailored for this task.



Having the right tools and materials for cleaning carpeted stairs is crucial to …
Read More
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December 6, 2023 
Are you tired of dealing with a clogged kitchen drain that causes inconvenience and frustration? Look no further, as this article will provide you with practical tips and solutions to fix the problem yourself. Say goodbye to pricey plumber bills and hello to a smoothly-running kitchen sink.











What Causes Kitchen Drain Clogs?



Dealing with a clogged kitchen drain can be a frustrating and messy experience. But before you can fix it, it's important to understand what causes these clogs in the first place. In this section, we'll discuss the three main culprits behind kitchen drain clogs: grease and oil build-up, food particles and debris, and soap scum and mineral deposits. By identifying the root cause of the clog, you can take the …
Read More
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December 6, 2023 
Welcome to the ultimate guide on cleaning the drain of your dishwasher. If you've noticed your dishes coming out dirty or smelly, the culprit may be a clogged drain. Don't worry, we've got you covered with simple and effective tips that will have your dishwasher running like new. Say goodbye to dishwasher woes!











Why Is It Important To Clean The Drain On A Dishwasher?



Regularly cleaning the drain of your dishwasher is crucial for maintaining its efficiency and preventing clogs. Neglecting this important task can result in foul odors, dirty water backflow, and even damage to the appliance. By regularly clearing the drain of food particles and debris, you not only ensure the proper functioning of your dishwasher but also extend …
Read More
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December 6, 2023 
Are you tired of dealing with clogged drains in your washing machine? Well, you're not alone. A common issue many people face is a dirty drain in their washing machine, causing inconvenience and affecting the machine's performance. But fret not, because, in this article, we will guide you on how to effectively clean your washing machine's drain to keep it running smoothly.











Why Is It Important To Clean The Drain In Washing Machine?



Regularly cleaning the drain in your washing machine is crucial for several reasons. First and foremost, it helps prevent clogging, which can lead to unpleasant odors and affect the efficiency of the machine. Additionally, keeping the drain clean helps maintain fabric hygiene and prolong the lifespan …
Read More
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November 11, 2023 
Looking to transform your bedroom into an inviting and functional space? Look no further! In this article, we'll discuss some creative ideas for bedroom chairs and tables that will add style and convenience to your personal haven. Say goodbye to bland and uncomfortable furniture and hello to a cozy and chic bedroom. You deserve it.







Why Should You Have A Chair And Table In Your Bedroom?



Having a chair and table in your bedroom offers numerous benefits that can enhance both the functionality and aesthetics of your space. Here are a few compelling reasons why you should consider adding these furniture pieces to your bedroom:





Consider incorporating a plush armchair with a small side table or a sleek desk and chair combo to create …
Read More
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Smash Design

			Welcome to Smash Design, the place where you can read about everything from interior design to fashion.

We would be interested in speaking to writers/journalists who produce good quality researched content.

Things that we love to hear about are as follows:

	Interior Design
	Furniture
	Garden Furniture
	Landscaping
	Real Estate Staging
	Home Staging
	Fashion
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			"A room should never allow the eye to settle in one place. It should smile at you and create fantasy."
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